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Guide to authors submitting articles for publication
Articles are invited for publication in the Journal which are devoted to
symbolic logic and its applications, to metalogic, semantics, the foundations
of mathematics, to the history of logic and to the fields immediately related
to logic.
Manuscripts should be typewritten with wide margins on bond paper, using
double (or triple) spacing between lines throughout (including notes and references). Particular care should be given to allow sufficient space between
lines containing subscripted and superscripted symbols. Each page of the
manuscript (including notes and references) should be numbered. The first
page should contain the article title and author's name. The last page should
contain the institutional affiliation and the exact mailing address. The
original copy of the manuscript should be submitted; authors should retain
one copy of everything submitted.
Footnotes should be indicated by consecutive superscript numerals and listed
with wide spacing between lines at the end of the article. Footnotes may
appear in print at the bottom of the appropriate pages, but should nevertheless be submitted in this form. A footnote which acknowledges a debt of the
author to a foundation grant or individuals should be indicated by an asterisk.
References should be cited by consecutive numerals in square brackets and
listed with wide spacing between lines at the end of the listing of footnotes.
A list of symbols used should be submitted with the manuscript. This list
may be headed "Note to the Printer"; it should not define the symbols
mathematically, but should identify them typographically. Authors should
underline various types of symbols in different colors throughout the manuscript, blue for bold, red for Greek, green for Gothic and other characters.
It is suggested that authors refer to back issues of the Journal for examples
of the style of composition,
A concise abstract should accompany each article, including title of article,
name of author, and key words for classification of the contents of the article.
It is suggested that authors use the American Mathematical Society classification scheme for this purpose. The abstract and classification of the
article will not appear in print in the Journal but will be sent to abstracting
journals and the Mathematical Offprint Service.
Proof sheets are generally given authors for correcting errors that occur in
composition. However, any special composition costs arising out of an
author's revision of text of an article in proof will be charged to the author.
Fifty offprints without covers of each article will be supplied free of charge.
Additional offprints or covers for offprints may be purchased.
Editorial correspondence and articles should be sent to:
B. Sobociήski, Editor, P.O. Box 28, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556, U.S.A.
The Journal is published quarterly by the University of Notre Dame in
January, April, July and October of each year. The size of the Journal will
be approximately 500 pages per volume beginning with Volume XI (1970).
Subscription price is $8.00 per year ($8.50 foreign). Back volumes of the
Journal are available at regular subscription prices.
Business correspondence should be sent to: J. T. Canty, Managing Editor,
P.O. Box 5, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556, U.S.A.

